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Leaves are changing and a chill is in the air! For the lighting specialists at Access Fixtures, autumn

is the perfect time to look ahead to 2016's best lighting trends. Our experts have compiled a list of

their favorites to keep you on the cutting edge with lighting to match any mood, fixtures that

redefine multi-tasking, and modern updates for some classic favorites!

LED There Be Light!
When it comes to illumination choices, SSL(solid
state lighting) has been working it’s way to the
head of the class for some time now. Ten years
ago, the initial expense and 'clinical' look had
many consumers hesitant to make the change,
but today’s LEDs are better than ever thanks to
decreasing prices and improvements in
efficiency. Limited options on LED luminaires
could have easily been the deciding factor in
LEDs’ success in residential and commercial
lighting, but the growth of mobile technology
relying on small-but-powerful light sources kept
LEDs developing at rapid rates.

New luminaire designs have made LEDs as stylish
as they are smart, and the decision to upgrade
has become a no-brainer. Department of Energy
reports have predicted LED lamp $/klm to
decrease up to 55% by 2017, and LED luminaires
to mimic this price drop up to 30%. With
regulations clamping down on HID, incandescent,
and fluorescent lamps, and LED choices available
to fit almost any style and budget, we’re
declaring 2016 the Year of the LED.

LEDs of the past traded cold,
sterile-looking light for energy
efficiency. Today's LEDs add high
style and comfort, illuminating
key spaces and providing chic
accents without sacrificing
efficiency. 
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BEYOND
ILLUMINATION
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In 2015, lighting took a giant leap into the future with
developments in two breakthrough technologies: VLC and Li-Fi.
With endless opportunities in both residential and commercial
uses, we can’t wait to see what these enhanced capabilities will
mean for Lighting+, that is— lighting that does more than
illuminate, in 2016.

In the 1994 Disney movie, The Lion King,
young prince Simba is told “Everything the
light touches is our kingdom.” Now the same
can be said for Li-Fi, the light-based data
transfer system poised to make traditional
wi-fi yesterday's news. Li-Fi transmits data
to digital devices via light waves,
exponentially increasing bandwidth and
speeds. By taking advantage of ultra high
speed cycle times in LEDs, data can be
encoded in light pulses, which are invisible
to the human eye, and received on digital
devices such as smartphones and laptops.
Faster speeds, more naturally secure
networks, and unprecedented access in
places where traditional Wi-Fi or radio
signals could be dangerous, means the
potential applications are limitless.

Li-Fi in the Limelight
Kiss slow connections
goodbye! Banks of LEDs
could provide high-speed
internet connections to
entire offices with no
competition for bandwidth

VLC, or visible light communication, is
giving retailers a whole new way to
connect with customers. Pulses in
overhead lighting, while invisible to the
naked eye, can communicate with mobile
devices to make suggestions, offer
incentives, and guide shoppers to favorite
products. But don’t assume this
technology is limited to retailers! With
the ability to pinpoint a user’s location
within 3 feet, this could be used by
airports to show travelers the best routes
to flight gates, by hotels to provide in-
room assistance, and more!
Applications range from industrial use to
toy development and more, and smart
retailers will surely keep a sharp eye on
this technology as it advances.

A New Way To Shop

Retailers are
discovering new
ways to connect
with consumers

via VLC
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Today’s lighting customers want more
than just illumination— the name of the game is
customization! Meet a new class of lamps that
can adjust color to fit a user’s mood, match

lighting levels to fit circadian rhythms, and even
stream favorite music playlists.

LIGHTING DESIGNED TO

Match Your Mood
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In the 1970’s, you couldn’t call yourself a music lover without an enormous stereo
system to play your favorite records. In the 1990’s, compact discs and

boomboxes ruled the home entertainment landscape. But today’s modern music
players are finding an unexpected new home—our light bulbs! By

combining Bluetooth-connected speakers and LED lamps, consumers can
control lighting levels while playing their favorite music from their smartphone,

saving space and eliminating unsightly speakers and cords.

One of the biggest buzzwords on everyone’s lips in 2015 was Human-centric
lighting. These specialized lighting systems shift color throughout the day to match
the human body’s natural patterns, known as circadian rhythms. By providing bright,

cool-toned light in early hours and shifting to soft, warm light by evening, these
lamps mimic the light patterns that humans have evolved with, keeping users alert
during the day, and ready to relax when it’s time to head to bed. For 2016, HCL is
expected to make strides in healthcare facilities and office spaces, with residential

applications following closely behind. 

For those with a keen eye for design, sometimes natural light patterns just aren’t
enough. If a traditional palette seems far too limited, try the newest generation of

multi-colored LED lamps. These offer a range of choices that can be adjusted to
any conceivable color controlled by an app on the user’s smartphone or tablet.

How many colors? Up to 16 million. These lamps install just like a traditional light
bulb, and pricing ranges from $10-$80 per bulb. At your next soiree, be ready to
dazzle your guests with custom color lighting that always matches your mood.
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CUTTING EDGE TECHNOLOGY
MEETSvintage flair
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                  ostalgia is big business        
                  these days. In a world  
 filled with pocket-sized computers
and constant communication, people
are being drawn back to designs
reminiscent of simpler times. When
it comes to retro looks, nothing can
match the timeless charm and
inviting simplicity of Edison’s classic
wound-filament light bulb. 
Popular with designers for both
commercial and residential
applications, these  familiar lamps
are the perfect complement to 

N

 industrial-inspired exposed bulb fixtures. But when it comes to energy
efficiency, traditional bulbs could be the worst offender on the scene. High
wattage consumption and low illumination levels drove these lamps into
near-extinction, but for style-conscious consumers there are new LED-
filament bulbs! Their sweet throwback style is made all the more enticing by
high energy efficiency and warm, candle-like low Kelvin temperatures.

Make the most of these bewitching bulbs by pairing them with industrial fixtures and
caged luminaires in mixed metals to give a warm, homey glow to any space. 
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Sleek

Space-Age

Style

When the first functional OLED installation was
announced, critics were sceptical that the public

would ever embrace these futuristic lighting
panels. Pointing to high prices and low

lumens/$, they were quick to argue that there
were simply better options out there. But as this

intriguing technology evolved, it also sparked
the imagination of designers who were pleased

to discover that they may now have access to
one of the most versatile materials in history.

OLEDs are created by layering semiconductor
materials between electrodes, with red, blue, and
green films that result in soft, white light, that is
rated 90 out of a possible 100 on the CRI(color
rating index), with 100 indicating true sunlight.
OLEDs are thin and lightweight, and their panel
design diffuses light with no glare or hotspots.
Prices have been dropping steadily since their

introduction, thanks to innovations in
manufacturing that have reduced both the price

of the materials and the amount of waste
generated during production.

Now that prices are reaching a reasonable range,
the potential applications of OLED are increasing

daily. Smartphone and TV manufacturers were
quick to pay attention to the possibilities a

flexible, transparent, illuminative surface could
offer. Though it is unlikely OLED will ever

replace LEDs entirely, ingenuitive uses and
technological breakthroughs are making it a safe

bet that OLEDs will find their time in the
spotlight in 2016. 


